Who We Are 	


What We Do 	


What it Means to You 	

By being able to better understand
human behavior you will be better
equipped to create a safe
environment for everyone you are
tasked with protecting - preventing
attacks before they happen

Founded in 2011, The CP Journal
specializes in behavioral analysis,
helping people more accurately
read and assess the intentions of
those around them	


By combining validated scientific
concepts with professional
experience we teach people how to
read human behavior and offer
steps on how to take action

Overview

We teach security professionals how to read the uncontrollable and
universal elements of behavior to proactively identify threats. With a focus
on prevention, protectors can learn to recognize the pre-event indicators
that are present in active shooter, assassination and workplace violence
incidents. This advance warning allows for the early intervention and
mitigation of risks. In addition to learning what cues cause a person to
stand out from the crowd, students also learn how to communicate why a
person’s behavior attracted their attention, helping to ensure accuracy,
and confidence and assisting when documenting incidents.

Problem

Corporate security departments and executive protection professionals
face a significant challenge trying to balance the requirements of ensuring
the safety of those within their care and the realities of operating within a
business environment.
The tradeoff between costs, efficiency and
protection can be difficult and often changes from situation to situation.
This ambiguity and uncertainty tends to slow down the decision making
process and causes wavering levels of confidence.

Solution

Developing a greater understanding of the behavioral science that drives
nonverbal communication and how that can improve threat recognition is
the core principle of the Tactical Analysis program. This has proven to be
effective at identifying attackers, both “insiders” and “outsiders,”
attempting to conceal their violent intentions. Through the observation
process taught in the course, our clients learn how to recognize the
important behavioral cues to make informed decisions.

Benefit

Our program has been recognized for being able to provide private
security firms with the ability to:	

• Establish the baseline for any situation a client finds him or herself in	

• Employ situational awareness and enhanced mental preparation	

• Understand nonverbal behavior and how that reveals attackers hiding
in the crowd	

• Communicate why a person’s behavior was anomalous, assisting in
incident documentation and ensuring unbiased assessments

“The CP Journal provides ready-to-use tools and takeaways that can be applied immediately… Students leave
better prepared to identify pre-incident indicators and stop or avoid a threat before an incident occurs.” Patrick Kane, Senior Director of Security, Atlas Air

Learn how to get #LeftOfBang at www.cp-journal.com/services/security

